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Wittgenstein nearly said ;-)  

“The human body is the best picture of the human soul”.
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!Take a partner 
!Search in your smartphone for a picture that 
shows you in a sparkling moment  
!Show the picture to your partner 
!Tell your partner why this was a sparkling 
moment for you  
!Tell your partner what you did to make this 
moment sparkle 
!Change roles
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embodied cognition  
and the extended mind 

& 
research question about 

Iphone



!How can we engage with the extended 
self of the client which includes the 
client’s iPhone?  

!Answers on a postcard by email in a 
text via Whats App please! 





Professor in Neuromechanics and Prosthetics  
by special appointment at  
the Faculty of Medical Sciences,  
University of Groningen (RUG), Netherlands.  

!Otten found that telling people how to do the 
jumping was less effective than showing them how 
to do that through expert videos.  

!When people learned this by video, they learned 
faster, better and the effect was longer. 

!One of the explanations Otten gave was “tacit 
knowledge”: knowledge you cannot put into words - 
implicit knowledge, unconscious knowledge - 
communicated by the body. 



!If people learn more effectively, implicitly 
and unconsciously, from the movements and 

gestures of expert videos… 

!… they might also learn more effectively 
from their own movements and gestures, 
when they talk about their preferred future, 
being the expert on themselves 

!Tacit knowledge = embodied cognition?  



!these two sets of ideas  
!came together in Bruges 
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! Take a partner 

! One person ask the other to talk about their hopes 
for themselves for the rest of the year, feeling free 
to wander around the room while doing so. 

! The talker, now create a movement that represents/
communicates your hopes for yourself for the rest 
of the year. 

! Show your listener your movement, a couple of 

times. Listener, reflect your partner’s movement 
back to them. 

! The talker, now choose a suitable word or phrase 
to accompany your movement.  

! Listener, make a video of your partner with their 
iPhone, as they make their movement and call out 
the accompanying words



! Ask your client to take pictures of 
instances of the preferred future (between 
two sessions) so they can show them to you 
in the next session. 



! What are your ideas? 



! Thanks for your participation and for your ideas! 




